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Divergent Social Worlds 2010-07-07 more than half a century after the first jim crow
laws were dismantled the majority of urban neighborhoods in the united states remain
segregated by race the degree of social and economic advantage or disadvantage that
each community experiences particularly its crime rate is most often a reflection of
which group is in the majority as ruth peterson and lauren krivo note in divergent
social worlds race place and crime are still inextricably linked in the minds of the
public this book broadens the scope of single city black white studies by using
national data to compare local crime patterns in five racially distinct types of
neighborhoods peterson and krivo meticulously demonstrate how residential segregation
creates and maintains inequality in neighborhood crime rates based on the authors
groundbreaking national neighborhood crime study nncs divergent social worlds provides
a more complete picture of the social conditions underlying neighborhood crime patterns
than has ever before been drawn the study includes economic social and local investment
data for nearly nine thousand neighborhoods in eighty seven cities and the findings
reveal a pattern across neighborhoods of racialized separation among unequal groups
residential segregation reproduces existing privilege or disadvantage in neighborhoods
such as adequate or inadequate schools political representation and local business
increasing the potential for crime and instability in impoverished non white areas yet
providing few opportunities for residents to improve conditions or leave and the
numbers bear this out among urban residents more than two thirds of all whites half of
all african americans and one third of latinos live in segregated local neighborhoods
more than 90 percent of white neighborhoods have low poverty but this is only true for
one quarter of black latino and minority areas of the five types of neighborhoods
studied african american communities experience violent crime on average at a rate five
times that of their white counterparts with violence rates for latino minority and
integrated neighborhoods falling between the two extremes divergent social worlds lays
to rest the popular misconception that persistently high crime rates in impoverished
non white neighborhoods are merely the result of individual pathologies or worse
inherent group criminality yet peterson and krivo also show that the reality of crime
inequality in urban neighborhoods is no less alarming separate the book emphasizes is
inherently unequal divergent social worlds lays the groundwork for closing the gap and
for next steps among organizers policymakers and future researchers a volume in the
american sociological association s rose series in sociology
W. E. B. DuBois on Sociology and the Black Community 2013-11-15 historian journalist
educator and civil rights advocate w e b du bois was perhaps most accomplished as a
sociologist of race relations and of the black community in the united states this
volume collects his most important sociological writings from 1898 to 1910 the eighteen
selections include five on du bois s conception of sociology and sociological research
especially as a tool in the struggle for racial justice excerpts from studies of black
communities in the south and the north including the philadelphia negro writings on
black culture and social life with a selection from the negro american family and later
works on race relations in the united states and elsewhere after world war ii this
section includes a powerful fiftieth anniversary reassessment of his classic 1901
article in the atlantic in which he predicted that the problem of the twentieth century
is the problem of the color line the editors provide an annotated bibliography a
lengthy overview of du bois s life and work and detailed introductions to the
selections the most significant contribution of this book is its inclusive look at du
bois as both academic and activist individuals interested in the study of social issues
and political sociology would benefit from reading and discussing this book paul kriese
sociology reviews of new books green and driver informing this volume with a 48 page
essay that summarizes du bois career and places him in the context of the profession
have intelligently organized his writings a welcome contribution that should have wide
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use elliott rudwick contemporary sociology
Us Versus Them 2020 crime and gentrification represent hot button issues in racially
diverse neighborhoods drawing on three and a half years of ethnographic fieldwork us
versus them provides a detailed analysis of community conflict in rogers park and
uptown two chicago neighborhoods the book shows how competing views about neighborhood
change divided residents into two political camps which prioritized either the fight
against crime or the fight against gentrification this division frequently materialized
as a type of racial conflict because anti gentrification activists and their allies
charged that grassroots anti crime initiatives were in truth barely covert racist
practices that meant to foster racial displacement and marginalization chapter by
chapter the book traces these conflicts in different areas of community life it
examines the strategies of public safety work that residents used to fight crime and
how their efforts contributed to gentrification how anti gentrification activists
resisted criminalization and gentrification how politicians sought to actively use or
downplay community divisions in their electoral campaigns and how residents of
different racial and ethnic backgrounds positioned themselves in these battles
Streetwise 2013-08-09 in a powerful revealing portrait of city life anderson explores
the dilemma of both blacks and whites the underclass and the middle class caught up in
the new struggle not only for common ground prime real estate in a racially changing
neighborhood but for shared moral community blacks and whites from a variety of
backgrounds speak candidly about their lives their differences and their battle for
viable communities the sharpness of his observations and the simple clarity of his
prose recommend his book far beyond an academic audience vivid unflinching finely
observed streetwise is a powerful and intensely frightening picture of the inner city
tamar jacoby new york times book review the book is without peer in the urban sociology
literature a first rate piece of social science and a very good read glenn c loury
washington times
Stuck in Place 2013-05-15 in the 1960s many believed that the civil rights movement s
successes would foster a new era of racial equality in america four decades later the
degree of racial inequality has barely changed to understand what went wrong patrick
sharkey argues that we have to understand what has happened to african american
communities over the last several decades in stuck in place sharkey describes how
political decisions and social policies have led to severe disinvestment from black
neighborhoods persistent segregation declining economic opportunities and a growing
link between african american communities and the criminal justice system as a result
neighborhood inequality that existed in the 1970s has been passed down to the current
generation of african americans some of the most persistent forms of racial inequality
such as gaps in income and test scores can only be explained by considering the
neighborhoods in which black and white families have lived over multiple generations
this multigenerational nature of neighborhood inequality also means that a new kind of
urban policy is necessary for our nation s cities sharkey argues for urban policies
that have the potential to create transformative and sustained changes in urban
communities and the families that live within them and he outlines a durable urban
policy agenda to move in that direction
Cities, Diversity and Ethnicity 2017-10-02 this volume brings together a variety of
studies on the question of cities ethnicity and diversity contributions cover various
facets of life in contemporary cities ranging from the role which street markets play
in diverse neighbourhoods to everyday multiculture in a specific street the role of
community and hometown associations among migrant communities expressions of ethnicity
in urban neighbourhoods and the changing dynamics of integration and community cohesion
this book will be of interest to those who are concerned with developing a better
understanding of how urban communities are being transformed by the development of new
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patterns of migration and ethnic mobilisation with contributions from a wide range of
scholarly and national backgrounds each chapter helps to provide an overview both of
current trends and of historical patterns and processes collectively they provide
important insights into the shifting patterns of community and identity in increasingly
diverse communities and neighbourhoods this book was originally published as a special
issue of ethnic and racial studies
White Flight/Black Flight 2011-04-15 urban residential integration is often fleeting a
brief snapshot that belies a complex process of racial turnover in many u s cities
white flight black flight takes readers inside a neighborhood that has shifted rapidly
and dramatically in race composition over the last two decades the book presents a
portrait of a working class neighborhood in the aftermath of white flight illustrating
cultural clashes that accompany racial change as well as common values that transcend
race from the perspectives of three groups white stayers black pioneers and second wave
blacks rachael a woldoff offers a fresh look at race and neighborhoods by documenting a
two stage process of neighborhood transition and focusing on the perspectives of two
understudied groups newly arriving black residents and whites who have stayed in the
neighborhood woldoff describes the period of transition when white residents still
remain though in diminishing numbers and a second less discussed stage of racial change
black flight she reveals what happens after white flight is complete pioneer blacks
flee to other neighborhoods or else adjust to their new segregated residential
environment by coping with the loss of relationships with their longer term white
neighbors signs of community decline and conflicts with the incoming second wave of
black neighbors readers will find several surprising and compelling twists to the white
flight story related to positive relations between elderly stayers and the striving
pioneers conflict among black residents and differences in cultural understandings of
what constitutes crime and disorder
W. E. B. DuBois on Sociology and the Black Community 1978-09-01 historian journalist
educator and civil rights advocate w e b du bois was perhaps most accomplished as a
sociologist of race relations and of the black community in the united states this
volume collects his most important sociological writings from 1898 to 1910 the eighteen
selections include five on du bois s conception of sociology and sociological research
especially as a tool in the struggle for racial justice excerpts from studies of black
communities in the south and the north including the philadelphia negro writings on
black culture and social life with a selection from the negro american family and later
works on race relations in the united states and elsewhere after world war ii this
section includes a powerful fiftieth anniversary reassessment of his classic 1901
article in the atlantic in which he predicted that the problem of the twentieth century
is the problem of the color line the editors provide an annotated bibliography a
lengthy overview of du bois s life and work and detailed introductions to the
selections the most significant contribution of this book is its inclusive look at du
bois as both academic and activist individuals interested in the study of social issues
and political sociology would benefit from reading and discussing this book paul kriese
sociology reviews of new books green and driver informing this volume with a 48 page
essay that summarizes du bois career and places him in the context of the profession
have intelligently organized his writings a welcome contribution that should have wide
use elliott rudwick contemporary sociology
Community Work and Racism 2023-03-24 first published in 1982 community work and racism
takes as its theme the fundamental need of the black community in britain to be freed
from the disabling effects of white racism both in the individual and institutional
forms starting from the premise that racism is a white problem in britain the book
argues that community work must put white racism on everyone s local and national
alliances in the fight against racism in british society the contributors consider the
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response or lack of it there has so far been by white community work to racism and look
at the state s response to racism as it impinges on community work they discuss black
community action and initiatives on racism explore alliances which have come into being
in the fight against racism and examine the conditions which make such alliances
possible this book will be of interest to students of sociology public policy race and
ethnic studies
Won't You be My Neighbor 2006-10-19 los angeles is a city of delicate racial and ethnic
balance as evidenced by the 1965 watts violence the 1992 rodney king riots and this
year s award winning film crash the city s myriad racial groups coexist uneasily
together often on the brink of confrontation in fact los angeles is highly segregated
with racial and ethnic groups clustered in homogeneous neighborhoods these residential
groupings have profound effects on the economic well being and quality of life of
residents dictating which jobs they can access which social networks they can tap in to
and which schools they attend in won t you be my neighbor sociologist camille zubrinsky
charles explores how modern racial attitudes shape and are shaped by the places in
which people live using in depth survey data and information from focus groups with
members of l a s largest racial and ethnic groups won t you be my neighbor explores why
los angeles remains a segregated city charles finds that people of all backgrounds
prefer both racial integration and a critical mass of same race neighbors when asked to
reveal their preferred level of racial integration people of all races show a clear and
consistent order of preference with whites considered the most highly desired neighbors
and blacks the least desirable this is even true among recent immigrants who have
little experience with american race relations charles finds that these preferences
which are driven primarily by racial prejudice and minority group fears of white
hostility taken together with financial considerations strongly affect people s
decisions about where they live still charles offers reasons for optimism over time and
with increased exposure to other racial and ethnic groups people show an increased
willingness to live with neighbors of other races in a racially and ethnically diverse
city segregated neighborhoods can foster distrust reinforce stereotypes and agitate
inter group tensions won t you be my neighbor zeroes in on segregated neighborhoods to
provide a compelling examination of the way contemporary racial attitudes shape and are
shaped by the places where we live
Left Behind In Rosedale 2018-02-02 this book has the potential to be a classic in the
fields of race relations and urban sociology cleveland state university
Sharing America's Neighborhoods 2009-06-30 the first part of this book presents a fresh
and encouraging report on the state of racial integration in america s neighborhoods it
shows that while the majority are indeed racially segregated a substantial and growing
number are integrated and remain so for years still many integrated neighborhoods do
unravel quickly and the second part of the book explores the root causes instead of
panic and white flight causing the rapid breakdown of racially integrated neighborhoods
the author argues contemporary racial change is driven primarily by the decision of
white households not to move into integrated neighborhoods when they are moving for
reasons unrelated to race such white avoidance is largely based on the assumptions that
integrated neighborhoods quickly become all black and that the quality of life in them
declines as a result the author concludes that while this explanation may be less
troubling than the more common focus on racial hatred and white flight there is still a
good case for modest government intervention to promote the stability of racially
integrated neighborhoods the final chapter offers some guidelines for policymakers to
follow in crafting effective policies
Divercities 2020-01-15 how do people deal with diversity in deprived and mixed urban
neighbourhoods this edited collection provides a comparative international perspective
on superdiversity in cities with explicit attention given to social inequality and
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social exclusion on a neighbourhood level although public discourses on urban diversity
are often negative this book focuses on how residents actively and creatively come and
live together through micro level interactions by deliberately taking an international
perspective on the daily lives of residents the book uncovers the ways in which
national and local contexts shape living in diversity the book will be a valuable
resource for researchers and students of poverty segregation and social mix
conviviality the effects of international migration urban and neighbourhood policies
and governance multiculturality social networks social cohesion social mobility and
super diversity
Beyond Segregation 2011-01-19 sharpening our understanding of urban america s
integrated neighborhoods
Working-Class Heroes 2003-02-17 chicago s southwest side is one of the last remaining
footholds for the city s white working class a little studied and little understood
segment of the american population this book paints a nuanced and complex portrait of
the firefighters police officers stay at home mothers and office workers living in the
stable working class community known as beltway building on the classic chicago school
of urban studies and incorporating new perspectives from cultural geography and
sociology maria kefalas considers the significance of home community and nation for
beltway residents
W.E.B. Dubois on Sociology & the Black Community 1978 while he did the research for
this book gerald suttles lived for almost three years in the high delinquency area
around hull house on chicago s new west side he came to know it intimately and was
welcomed by its residents who are italian mexican puerto rican and negro suttles
contends that the residents of a slum neighborhood have a set of standards for behavior
that take precedence over the more widely held moral standards of straight society
these standards arise out of the specific experience of each locality are peculiar to
it and largely determine how the neighborhood people act one of the tasks of urban
sociology according to suttles is to explore why and how slum communities provide their
inhabitants with these local norms the social order of the slum is the record of such
an exploration and it defines theoretical principles and concepts that will aid in
subsequent research
The Social Order of the Slum 1968 race brokers examines how housing market
professionals including housing developers real estate agents mortgage lenders and
appraisers construct 21st century urban housing markets in ways that contribute to or
undermine racial segregation drawing on extensive ethnographic and interview data
collected in houston texas race brokers shows that housing market professionals play a
key role in connecting people or refusing to connect people to housing resources and
opportunities they make these brokering decisions through reference to racist or anti
racist ideas typically housing market professionals draw from racist ideas that rank
order people and neighborhoods according to their perceived economic and cultural
housing market value entwining racism with their housing market activities and
interactions racialized housing market routines encourage this entwinement by
naturalizing racism as a professional tool race brokers tracks how professionals broker
racism across the housing exchange process from the home s construction to real estate
brokerage mortgage lending home appraisals and the home sale closing in doing so it
shows that professionals make housing exchange a racialized process that contributes to
neighbourhood inequality and racial segregation however in contrast to the racialized
status quo a small number of housing market professionals draw on anti racist ideas and
strategies to extend equal opportunities to individuals and neighborhoods de
naturalizing housing market racism race brokers highlights the imperative to interrupt
the racism that pervades housing market professionals work dismantle the racialized
routines that underwrite such racism and cultivate a truly fair housing market
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Race Brokers 2021-04-08 the fair housing act of 1968 outlawed housing discrimination by
race and provided an important tool for dismantling legal segregation but almost fifty
years later residential segregation remains virtually unchanged in many metropolitan
areas particularly where large groups of racial and ethnic minorities live why does
segregation persist at such high rates and what makes it so difficult to combat in
cycle of segregation sociologists maria krysan and kyle crowder examine how everyday
social processes shape residential stratification past neighborhood experiences social
networks and daily activities all affect the mobility patterns of different racial
groups in ways that have cemented segregation as a self perpetuating cycle in the
twenty first century through original analyses of national level surveys and in depth
interviews with residents of chicago krysan and crowder find that residential
stratification is reinforced through the biases and blind spots that individuals
exhibit in their searches for housing people rely heavily on information from friends
family and coworkers when choosing where to live because these social networks tend to
be racially homogenous people are likely to receive information primarily from members
of their own racial group and move to neighborhoods that are also dominated by their
group similarly home seekers who report wanting to stay close to family members can end
up in segregated destinations because their relatives live in those neighborhoods the
authors suggest that even absent of family ties people gravitate toward neighborhoods
that are familiar to them through their past experiences including where they have
previously lived and where they work shop and spend time because historical segregation
has shaped so many of these experiences even these seemingly race neutral decisions
help reinforce the cycle of residential stratification as a result segregation has
declined much more slowly than many social scientists have expected to overcome this
cycle krysan and crowder advocate multi level policy solutions that pair inclusionary
zoning and affordable housing with education and public relations campaigns that
emphasize neighborhood diversity and high opportunity areas they argue that together
such programs can expand the number of destinations available to low income residents
and help offset the negative images many people hold about certain neighborhoods or
help introduce them to places they had never considered cycle of segregation
demonstrates why a nuanced understanding of everyday social processes is critical for
interrupting entrenched patterns of residential segregation
Cycle of Segregation 2017-12-13 the inaugural volume of the new book series radical
philosophy today is an anthology of the best papers read at the 1996 radical philosophy
association conference divided into three sections the production of race and ethnicity
past present and future of class analysis and community identity violence and the
neoliberal state this important topical collection focuses on the current interests of
philosophers within a broad range of leftist orientations despite the intransigent
nature of many of the problems discussed the contributors to this volume demonstrate
the possibilities for developing a viable alternative politics part one attempts to
broaden and deepen discussions of race in philosophical terms including a critical
discussion of whiteness part two critically examines marxism with an eye toward
adapting it more carefully to contemporary first world u s society in particular
problems and shows how marxist analysis can be expanded to include spiritual and
ecological considerations the final section of the book looks at the radical potential
of the communitarian critique of liberalism discusses insidious violence in relation to
the liberal state and concludes with a critique of francis fukuyama s contention that
neoliberalism is the only workable political state formation the contributors include
john brentlinger frank cunningham stephen hartnett thomas m jeannot joel kovel xiaorong
li steve martinot charles w mills patrick murray richard peterson jeanne schuler tony
smith and gabriel vargas
Race, Class, and Community Identity 2000 in this book the authors revisit two iconic
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brooklyn neighborhoods crown heights prospect lefferts gardens and greenpoint
williamsburg where they have been active scholars since the 1970s krase and desena s
comprehensive view from the street describes and analyses the neighborhoods decline and
rise with a focus on race and social class they look closely at the strategies used to
resist and promote neighborhood change and conclude with an analysis of the ways in
which these neighborhoods contribute to current images and trends in brooklyn this book
contributes to a better understanding of the elevated status of brooklyn as a global
city and destination place
W.E.B. Du Bois on sociology and the Black community 1978 this edited volume brings
together leading researchers from the united states the united kingdom and europe to
look at the processes leading to segregation and its implications with a methodological
focus the book explores new methods and data sources that can offer fresh perspectives
on segregation in different contexts it considers how the spatial patterning of
segregation might be best understood and measured outlines some of the mechanisms that
drive it and discusses its possible social outcomes ultimately it demonstrates that
measurements and concepts of segregation must keep pace with a changing world this
volume will be essential reading for academics and practitioners in human geography
sociology planning and public policy
Race, Class, and Gentrification in Brooklyn 2016-05-12 in this unique global collection
gary craig and his contributors blend theory and practice based case studies to review
how different community development approaches can empower minority ethnic communities
to confront racism and overcome social economic and political disadvantage the book
explores key questions about the empowerment and capacity building of minority ethnic
groups using case studies from across the developed world and in differing social and
economic contexts contributors explore these issues in working with asylum seeker
communities addressing tensions between minorities and building alliances in work with
gypsy roma and traveller communities and using arts based approaches the book will
stimulate wider debates about the role of community development in relation to race and
ethnicity at a time when race is being invisibilised in public policy and will be an
invaluable resource for policy makers politicians academics and students from many
disciplines
Social-spatial segregation 2015-08-19 this book is an invaluable reference first
published in 1965 it is at once a snapshot of a moment in history and a timeless
conceptualization of the issues inherent in societal segregation residential
segregation historically occupies a key position in patterns of race relations in the
urban united states it not only inhibits the development of informal neighborly
relations between white people and african americans but ensures the segregation of a
variety of public and private facilities the clientele of schools hospitals libraries
parks and stores is determined in large part by the racial composition of the
neighborhood in which they are located problems created by residential segregation are
the focus of this of this work african americans in cities resemble whites in cities
both racial groups are highly urbanized and most of the immigrants of either race to a
city are former residents of another city within cities racial groups display similar
patterns of residential behavior with those of higher incomes seeking out newer and
better housing both races respond similarly to national social and economic factors
which set the context within which local changes occur karl e and alma f taeuber s main
approach to the analysis of residential segregation and processes of neighborhood
change is comparative and statistical by quantitative comparison of the situation in
many different cities they attempt to assess those patterns and processes which are
common to all communities and those which vary residential segregation is shown to be a
prominent and enduring feature of american urban society by bringing empirical data to
bear on an important and timely social problem this book will aid in the search for
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reasonable solutions all types of cities southern and northern large and small are
beset with the difficulties that residential segregation imposes on harmonious race
relations and on the solution of pressing city prob
Community organising against racism 2017-11-22 the first comprehensive understanding of
du bois for social scientists the sociology of w e b du bois provides a comprehensive
introduction to the founding father of american sociological thought du bois is now
recognized as a pioneer of american scientific sociology and as someone who made
foundational contributions to the sociology of race and to urban and community
sociology however in this authoritative volume noted scholars josé itzigsohn and karida
l brown provide a groundbreaking account of du bois s theoretical contribution to
sociology or what they call the analysis of racialized modernity further they examine
the implications of developing a du boisian sociology for the practice of the
discipline today the full canon of du bois s sociological works spans a lifetime of
over ninety years in which his ideas evolved over much of the twentieth century this
broader and more systematic account of du bois s contribution to sociology explores how
his theories changed evolved and even developed to contradict earlier ideas careful
parsing of seminal works provides a much needed overview for students and scholars
looking to gain a better grasp of the ideas of du bois in particular his understanding
of racialized subjectivity racialized social systems and his scientific sociology
further the authors show that a du boisian sociology provides a robust analytical
framework for the multilevel examination of individual level processes such as the
formation of the self and macro processes such as group formation and mobilization or
the structures of modernity key concepts for a basic understanding of sociology
Residential Segregation and Neighborhood Change 2017-09-05 a robust black professional
class has existed in many southern cities since the nineteenth century and in large
northern cities such as chicago new york and washington d c since early in the
twentieth century in contrast the black professional class in syracuse new york a
midsized northern industrial city developed relatively late and struggled in its early
relationship with the white community employing a conflict theory approach the authors
analyze the effects of black migration north affirmative action school integration
urban renewal deindustrialization political mobilization and suburbanization on the
growth and development of the black community the authors demonstrate how competition
for limited resources has fostered varying degrees of confrontation social dispute
adjustment and eventual change in black white relations drawing upon urban surveys and
quantitative research combined with personal testimony this book offers a richly
detailed and compelling portrait of a minority community providing indispensable
insights into the dynamics of community development as a historical and sociological
process
The Sociology of W. E. B. Du Bois 2020-03-24 residential patterns are reflections of
social structure to ask who lives in which neighborhoods is to explore a sorting out
process that is based largely on socioeconomic status ethnicity and life cycle
characteristics this benchmark volume uses census data with its uniquely detailed
information on small geographic areas to bring into focus the familiar yet often vague
concept of neighborhood michael white examines nearly 6 000 census tracts approximating
neighborhoods in twenty one representative metropolitan areas from atlanta to salt lake
city newark to san diego the availability of statistics spanning several decades and
covering a wide range of demographic characteristics including age race occupation
income and housing quality makes possible a rich analysis of the evolution and
implications of differences among neighborhoods in this complex mosaic white finds
patterns and traces them over time showing for example how racial segregation has
declined modestly while socioeconomic segregation remains constant and how population
diffusion gradually affects neighborhood composition his assessment of our urban
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settlement system also illuminates the social forces that shape contemporary city life
and the troubling policy issues that plague it a volume in the russell sage foundation
census series
Salt City and its Black Community 2008-03-10 challenged by ku klux klan action in the
20s labor protests culminating in a general strike in the 40s and the rise of the civil
rights and black power struggles of the 60s oakland california seems to encapsulate in
one city the broad and varied sweep of urban social movements in twentieth century
america taking oakland as a case study of urban politics and society in the united
states chris rhomberg examines the city s successive episodes of popular insurgency for
what they can tell us about critical discontinuities in the american experience of
urban political community
American Neighborhoods and Residential Differentiation 1987 cities have always been
dynamic social environments for visual and otherwise symbolic competition between the
groups who live and work within them in contemporary urban areas all sorts of diversity
are simultaneously increased and concentrated chief amongst them in recent years being
the ethnic and racial transformation produced by migration and the gentrification of
once socially marginal areas of the city seeing cities change demonstrates the utility
of a visual approach and the study of ordinary streetscapes to document and analyze how
the built environment reflects the changing cultural and class identities of
neighborhood residents discussing the manner in which these changes relate to issues of
local and national identities and multiculturalism it presents studies of various
cities on both sides of the atlantic to show how global forces and the competition
between urban residents in contested terrains is changing the faces of cities around
the globe blending together a variety of sources from scholarly and mass media this
engaging volume focuses on the importance of seeing and in its consideration of
questions of migration ethnicity diversity community identity class and culture will
appeal to sociologists anthropologists and geographers with interests in visual methods
and urban spaces
The Urban Community 1926 the expansion of the black american middle class and the
unprecedented increase in the number of black immigrants since the 1960s have
transformed the cultural landscape of new york in the new noir orly clerge explores the
richly complex worlds of an extraordinary generation of black middle class adults who
have migrated from different corners of the african diaspora to suburbia the black
middle class today consists of diverse groups whose ongoing cultural political and
material ties to the american south and global south shape their cultural interactions
at work in their suburban neighborhoods and at their kitchen tables clerge compellingly
analyzes the making of a new multinational black middle class and how they create a
spectrum of black identities that help them carve out places of their own in a changing
21st century global city paying particular attention to the largest black ethnic groups
in the country black americans jamaicans and haitians clerge s ethnography draws on
over 80 interviews with residents to examine the overlooked places where new york s
middle class resides in queens and long island this book reveals that region and
nationality shape how the black middle class negotiates the everyday politics of race
and class
No There There 2004-02-17 through oral history falk sociology u of maryland college
park tells the story of those who stayed behind as millions of african americans left
the south in the great migration for what they hoped would be a better life in the
north members of an extended family in the georgia south carolina lowlands talk about
schooling kinship work religion race and their love of the place where their family has
lived for generations the conversational ethnography argues that a link between race
and place in the area helps explain african american loyalty to it for those who stayed
put a numerical majority deep cultural roots and longstanding webs of social connection
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have outweighed racism and economic disadvantages annotation 2004 book news inc
portland or booknews com
Seeing Cities Change 2016-04-01 2023 edwin h sutherland book award winner a behind the
scenes account of the harsh realities of policing in a segregated city for thirteen
months daanika gordon shadowed police officers in two districts in river city a
profoundly segregated rust belt metropolis she found that officers in predominantly
white neighborhoods provided responsive service and engaged in community problem
solving while officers in predominantly black communities reproduced long standing
patterns of over policing and under protection such differences have marked us policing
throughout its history but policies that were supposed to alleviate racial tensions in
river city actually widened the racial divides policing the racial divide tells story
of how race despite the best intentions often dominates the way policing unfolds in
cities across america drawing on in depth interviews and hundreds of hours of
ethnographic observation gordon offers a behind the scenes account of how the police
are reconfiguring segregated landscapes she illuminates an underexplored source of
racially disparate policing the role of law enforcement in urban growth politics many
postindustrial cities are increasing the divisions of segregation gordon argues by
investing in downtowns gentrified neighborhoods and entertainment corridors while
framing marginalized central city neighborhoods as sources of criminal and civic threat
that must be contained and controlled gordon paints a sobering picture of modern day
segregation and how the police enforce its racial borders showing us two separate
unequal sides of the same city one where rich white neighborhoods are protected and
another where poor black neighborhoods are punished
The New Noir 2019-10-29 through an in depth case study of the black professional middle
class in oakland this book provides an analysis of the experiences of black
professionals in the workplace community and local politics brown shows how overlapping
dynamics of class formation and racial formation have produced historically powerful
processes of what he terms racialized class formation resulting in a distinct and
internally differentiated entity not merely a subset of a larger professional middle
class
Rooted in Place 2004 drawing from the latest international research and following the
agenda set at the 2005 social mobility and life chances forum leading authors from
europe and north america address issues including how place and ethnicity affect life
chances
Policing the Racial Divide 2022-05-31 this landmark work in urban sociology examines
the influence of neighborhoods on social phenomena and in our lives claude fischer city
community for over fifty years numerous public intellectuals and social theorists have
insisted that community is dead some would have us believe that we act solely as
individuals choosing our own fates regardless of our surroundings while other theories
place us at the mercy of global forces beyond our control these two perspectives
dominate contemporary views of society but by rejecting the importance of place they
are both deeply flawed based on one of the most ambitious studies in the history of
social science great american city argues that communities still matter because life is
decisively shaped by where you live to demonstrate the powerfully enduring impact of
place robert j sampson presents here the fruits of over a decade s research in chicago
combined with his own unique personal observations about life in the city from cabrini
green to trump tower and millennium park to the robert taylor homes he discovers that
neighborhoods influence a remarkably wide variety of social phenomena including crime
health civic engagement home foreclosures teen births altruism leadership networks and
immigration even national crises cannot halt the impact of place sampson finds as he
analyzes the consequences of the great recession and its aftermath bringing his
magisterial study up to the fall of 2010 following in the influential tradition of the
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chicago school of urban studies but updated for the twenty first century great american
city is at once a landmark research project a commanding argument for a new theory of
social life and the story of an iconic city praise for great american city after great
american city we will never be able to view cities in the same way again this is one of
those rare books that deeply affect how we think about the world it teaches us afresh
how the neighborhoods we live in affect us and the people around us and there are also
immense policy implications robert sampson shows definitively how the fate of the urban
poor is so very dependent on the communities in which they live george akerlof nobel
laureate in economics university of california at berkeley great american city takes us
from the grand theories conjured by its commanding title down to the iconic street
corner to see what it really means when windows are broken this is a book of big
challenging provocative and inspiring ideas as well as of meticulous rigorous and
exhaustive data sampson has truly shown his shoulders big enough to be counted among
chicago s most venerated social observers as well as the most astute theorists of place
mary pattillo northwestern university
The Black Professional Middle Class 2013-11-07 first published in 1982 community work
and racism takes as its theme the fundamental need of the black community in britain to
be freed from the disabling effects of white racism both in the individual and
institutional forms starting from the premise that racism is a white problem in britain
the book argues that community work must put white racism on everyone s local and
national alliances in the fight against racism in british society the contributors
consider the response or lack of it there has so far been by white community work to
racism and look at the state s response to racism as it impinges on community work they
discuss black community action and initiatives on racism explore alliances which have
come into being in the fight against racism and examine the conditions which make such
alliances possible this book will be of interest to students of sociology public policy
race and ethnic studies
Going Places 2006 in this groundbreaking research handbook on the sociology of youth
researchers from the global north and south examine the social political cultural and
ecological processes that inform what it means to be young it explores the diversity of
youth experiences and ways young people live their lives responding to and actively
working to overcome inequality adversity and planetary crises
Great American City 2012-03-25 resource added for the psychology includes sociology
108091 courses
Commuinty Work and Racism 2024-05-02
Research Handbook on the Sociology of Youth 2007-05-15
Talking about Race
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